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?? ??? ??? ??? ?? ????? ??????? 
Be it known that we, HENRY J. CARBIs 

and SAMUEL H. CARBIs, citizens of the 
United States, residing at Freeport, in the 
county of Armstrong and State of Penn 
sylvania, have invented a new and useful 
Valve, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
The present invention appertains to 

valves, and aims to provide a novel and im 
proved valve construction. 

It is the object of the present invention, to 
provide a valve embodying a plug or spigot, 
and provided with unique means whereby 
when the plug or Spigot is rotated to open 
position, the same will be moved longitudi 
nally slightly to create a slight clearance be 
tween the plug or spigot and its bore, for 
clearing the adjoining portions of the plug 
and its bore, of any corrosion, sediment and 
other extraneous matter, the plug or Spigot 
being returned to normal position when the 
same is opened and closed, to facilitate the 
regrinding action between the plug and its 
bore or seat. 

It is also within the scope of the present 
invention to provide a valve construction 
of the nature indicated, which will be im 
proved generally in its details, whereby the 
valve will be comparatively simple, durable 
and inexpensive in construction, as well as 
being simple, convenient, practical, service 
able and efficient in its use. 
With the foregoing and other objects in 

view which will appear as the description 
proceeds, the invention resides in the com 
bination and arrangement of parts and in 
the details of construction hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed, it being understood 
that changes in the precise embodiment of 
the invention herein disclosed can be made 
within the scope of what is claimed without 
departing from the spirit of the invention. 
The invention has been illustrated in its 

preferred embodiment in the accompanying 
drawing, wherein 

Figure i is a longitudinal section of the 
valve, in open condition, parts being broken 
away. Fig. 2 is a similar section taken at 
right angles to the plane of section of Fig. 
1. Fig. 8 is a cross section taken on the line 
3-3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a cross section 
taken on the line 4-4 of Fig. 2. 
The present invention embodies the shell 

or body i having the tapered bore or valve. 

Seat 2 therein, and the inlet and outlet ports 3.extending to the bore 2, the bore 2 bein disposed longitudinally of the body or shei 
1, and the ports 3 protruding laterally for 
connection. With the sections of the pipe-be 
tween which the Said valve is adapted to beinteposed for controlling the flow of the 
fluid through the pipe. That end of the 
body or shell I adjoining the smallest end 
of the bore 2, is provided with a threaded 
counter bore or socket 4, while the other end 
of the body or shell is provided with a 
counter bore or socket 5, which is also 
threaded. 
... A tapered plug or spigot 6 is mounted 
Snugly within the bore or valve seat 2, and is, provided with a diametrical passage 7 
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adapted to be swung into and out of regis 
tration with the ports 3 of the shell or cas 
ing 1. The lower or large end of the plug 6 is provided with a depending boss or lug 8 
projecting into the counter bore or socket, 5. 

In Qrder to spring press the plug 6 snugly 
of tightly within the bore 2, a cup 9 is pro 
yided with a relatively thick outturned 
fange 10 at its rim or margin, has the flange 
10 threaded into the counter bore or socket 5 
adjoining, but spaced slightly from, the 
largest end of the plug 6. A binding or 
retaining nut 11 is threaded into the counter 
bore 5 to contact with the flange 10, for 
locking the cup 9 in place, it being noted 
that the mouth or open end of the cup is 
disposed innermost or uppermost so as to 
receive the boss or lug 8 of the plug. The 
binding or jam nut 11 is preferably locked 
or retained within the counter bore 5, by means of a split locking ring 12 snapped 
into an inner annular groove 13 ? in 
the walls of the counter bore 5. An adjust 
ing Screw 14 is threaded through the bottom 
of the cup 9, and is provided in its upper 
or inner end with a concaved seat or recess 15, and a disk or spring seat 16 disposed loosely 
within the cup,9, has a rounded knob or lug 17 engaging the seat 15 of the adjusting 
Screw, to enable the disk or spring seat 16 to 
rotate or vibrate with respect to the adjust 
ing Screw. Coiled wire compression springs 
18 are seated between the disk 16 and the 
lower or largest end of the plug 6, around 
the boss 8. Attention is directed to the 
fact, at this point, that the disk or spring 
seat 16 being rotatable, will enable the 
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springs 18 and seat 16 to rotate or swing 119 
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with the plug or spigot 6, to avoid friction 
between the springs and the plug, and to 
enable the plug to be forced, s???????;} within 
the bore 2 in the most effective manner. 
The disk or spring seat 16 will readily ac 
commodate itself to the springs 18, and their 
tension may be regulated by adjusting the 
screw 14, as will be evident. 
In order to manipulate or rotate the plug 

or spigot 6, a collar or ring 19 is threaded 
into the counter bore or socket 4 at the up 
per end of the shell or casing 1, a binding 
nut 20 being threaded upon the upper or 
outer end of the ring 19 and bearing against 
the corresponding end of the body or shell. 1 
to retain the ring 19 in place. The ring 19 
is provided with a stuffing box 21, into which 
is threaded a gland 22, and a smooth valve 
stem 23 is journaled through the ring or 
stuffing box member 19 and the gland 22, 
the gland serving to compress the packing 
within the stuffing box 21 so as to embrace 
the stem 23 to prevent leakage. 
The lower end of the stem 23 projects be 

low the stuffing box member or ring 19, and 
is provided with a diametrical tongue 24, 
the ends of which project beyond the sides 
of the stem 23, to form fingers or projec 
tions, snugly engaging the upper or smallest 
end of the plug 6, and working between a 
pair of sectoral stops 25 formed upon the 
upper or smallest end of the plug. In this 
manner, the stem 23 which is independent of 
the plug, has limited oscillatory movements 
relative to the plug, it being noted that 
when the stem 23 is rotated in one direction, 
the fingers 24 will engage certain sides of 
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the stops 25 to rotate or swing the plug with 
the stem, and when the stem is rotated in 
the opposite direction, the fingers 24 will en 
gage the other sides of the stops 25 to cor 
respondingly move the plug. 
In order to depress or move the plug lon 

gitudinally against the tension of the 
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springs or yieldable lifting means 18, a ring 
or annulus 26 is mounted within the lower 
or inner end of the counter bore 4, and 
loosely embraces the lower or inner end of 
the stem 23, the ring or annulus 26 being provided at diametrically opposite points, 
with depending cams 27 lying in the paths 
of the fingers 24. The ring 26 is disposed 
above the fingers 24, and seats against the 
bottom of the stuffing box member 19, the 
ring 27 being restrained against oscillator 
movements, by means of a lug or rib 2 
formed upon one side of the ring 26 and en 
gaging one of a series of notches 29 formed 
upon the interior of the counter bore 4. 
Thus, by engaging the projection or lug 28 
with the respective notches 29, the ring 26 
may be adjusted angularly, with respect to 
the plug and stem, for positioning the cams 
27 to the points desired or most appropriate. 
A pointer 30 is preferably carried by the 
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actuating stem 23, to operate with the cor 
responding end of the shell or casing 1, the shell or casing being preferably provided 
With indications thereon, coöperable with the pointer, whereby the positions of the 
plug or Spigot may be readily determined. In operation, the ring 26 is so arranged, 
that when the plug is inclosed position, the 
fingers 24 will be released from the cams 27, the Springs.18 serying to force the plug 
Snugly, or tightly into the bore 2. Thus, 
When the passage 7 of the plug is out of reg 
ister with the ports 3, the plug will ef. fectively close the ports 3. To open the 
valve, the stem 23 is rotated in one or the other direction, causing the fingers 24 to en 
gage the stops or projections 25 of the plug, 
to thereby correspondingly rotate the plug 
to bring the passage 7 thereof into registra 
tion with the ports 3. After the plug 6 has been moved into open position, the fingers 24 
are arranged to engage the cams 27, which 
will cause the stem 23 to be forced down Wardly or longitudinally, to thereby move 
the plug or spigot 6 downward or longitudi nally slightly to provide a slight clearance 
between the plug and the bore 2, whereby 
the corrosion sediment or other foreign mat. 
ter between the bore 2 and the plug 6 may be cleared out or ejected. As soon as the 
stem 23 is rotated to close the valve, the fingers 24 will be released from the cams 27 
to again, return the plug 6 to normal posi 
tion, under the influence of the spring is, it being, noted that as the plug is opened and closed, the Same will be givena slight longi 
tudinal movement, which will facilitate the regrinding action between the plug and the 
bore 2, to cause the plug to engage snugly 
within the bore to prevent leakage when the 
valve is closed. - 

It will therefore be manifest, that the 
present valve is of such construction, as to 
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enhance or facilitate the regrinding action 
between the plug and its bore or seat, pe Culiar means being provided for actuating 
and Spring pressing the plug or spigot to the 
ends desired. The other advantages and 
capabilities of the present valve will be ob 
vious to those versed in the art and further 
comment is deemed unnecessary. 

Having, thus described the invention, 
what is claimed as new is: 

1. A valve embodying a body having a 
bore, a Spring pressed plug fitting withi 
the bore, a rotary stem carried by one end of the body adjoining one end of the plug, 
the said end of the plug having stops, one 
end of the stem bearing against the said 
end of the plug and having a finger mov 
able between the said stops, and a cam 
mounted within the body in the path of the 
said finger to move the stem longitudinally 
against the said end of the plug when the 
stem is at a predetermined position. 
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2. A valve embodying a body having a 
bore, a spring pressed plug fitting in the 
said bore, a member engaged in one end 
of the body adjoining one end of the plug, 
a stem journaled through the said member 
the said end of the plug having a pair of 
diametrically opposite stops, the inner end 
of the stem having a pair of fingers mov 
able between the said stops, and a ring 
mounted within the body around the inner 
end of the said stem, the ring seating 
against the said member and having cams 
disposed in the path of the said fingers for moving the stem longitudinally against the 
said end of the plug, to move the plug lon 
gitudinally, when the stem is moved to a predetermined position. 

3. A. valve embodying a body having a 
bore, a spring pressed plug fitting in the 
said bore, a member engaged in one end of 
the body adjoining one end of the plug, a 
stem journaled through the said †?? 
the said end of the plug having a pair ?† 

diametrically opposite stops, the inner end 
of the stem having a pair of fingers mov 
able between the said stops, a ring mounted 
within the body around the inner end of 
the said stem, the ring seating against the 
aforesaid member and having cams dis 
posed in the paths of the said fingers for 
moving the stem longitudinally against the 
said end of the plug to move the plug lon 
gitudinally, when the stem is moved to a 
predetermined position, the body having 
a series of notches and the said ring having 
a lug engageable in said notches to hold the 
ring at a predetermined angular position. 
In testimony that we claim the foregoing 

as our own, we have hereto affixed our sig 
natures in the presence of two witnesses. 

HENRY J. CARBIS. 
SAMUEL HL. CARBS. 

Witnesses: 
JoHN B. PATTERSON, 
M. E. KENNEDY. 
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